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A Brief Introduction to the Bibliography of Michigan Geology

Introduction

The Michigan Geological Survey produced a historic Index of Michigan Geology with an extensive bibliography in 1956. This current bibliography is an update of the bibliography in the Martin and Straight compilation. It is not comprehensive, but provides a starting place for anyone interested in Michigan Geology. The Michigan Geological Survey plans to update this bibliography periodically with newly published citations as well as other older citations we find.

Sources

The following sources were used to compile this bibliography:


In addition, targeted searches were performed using the bibliographic search engines: Georefs, Geoscienceworld, Proquest Dissertations and Web of Science and in publisher search engines: Springerlink, Elsevier’s Science Direct and Taylor and Francis Online. Citations were compiled into an Endnote library. Bill Harrison, Alan Kehew and John Esch provided lists of publications and suggestions for sources that were used to compile the current bibliography.

Bibliographic lists of theses from the major universities with graduate geology programs were also used to compile the bibliography. The lists were filtered for theses that dealt with all aspects of Michigan Geology. Larry Lemke provided a list of Wayne State University
Department of Geology theses. The Library Research staff, John Gierke and Wayne Pennington provided information on Michigan Tech’s student works – from the Department of Geology and Geological Engineering and its predecessors. Clara Castro and Lori Tschirhart provided lists and advice on accessing the library resources at the University of Michigan in order to find student work from the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences. The faculty (Ron Chase, Bill Harrison, Al Kehew, Carla Koretsky, R.V. Krishnamurthy, and Bill Sauck) in the Western Michigan University Department of Geosciences provided lists of the students that they oversaw who worked on aspects of Michigan geology as well as relevant publications. Mike Velbel, Dave Long and Duncan Sibley provided lists of Michigan State University Department of Geological Sciences student theses and dissertations. Linda Harrison and Jenny Trout provided lists of historic documents generated by the Institute of Water Sciences and the Michigan Geological Repository for Research and Education at Western Michigan University.

Attempts were made to record items that had underwent some critical review before publication. Journal articles, theses, edited books and survey publications were added first. Some publications from the gray literature - magazine articles, popular works, etc. were also incorporated into this database when relevant. Conference abstracts were usually ignored, unless they were longer (Conference papers) or one of the few resources on a specific formation.

Finding these Citations


Organization

The references compiled in this database were sorted with 4 main keywords: Basin, Glacial, Precambrian and Other. These keywords were assigned as the reference was added to the original endnote library. Some references fell under more than one of the 4 categories – and can be found in two or more sections of the bibliography. The terms Basin, Glacial and Precambrian best encapsulate the three major partitions in Michigan Geology and provide a natural way to organize the bibliography.

Precambrian papers deal with the metallic economic resources of the western Upper Peninsula including copper, iron, nickel and gold. Precambrian stratigraphy and bedrock mapping were also included. Papers dealing with the pre-basin rock record in the Lower Peninsula were added to this section on the assumption that these rocks are likely Precambrian in age. Topics also include Precambrian Paleontology (microfossils, grypania, stromatolites).

Basin papers deal with the sedimentology, stratigraphy, paleontology and petroleum geology of the Paleozoic rocks of Michigan. This section also includes papers that deal with non-petroleum resources hosted in Paleozoic rocks – salt, crushed rock, and bedrock aquifers. Papers on karsting of Michigan’s shallow limestones are included in both this section and in the glacial section of the bibliography. The small set of papers dealing with the Jurassic deposits in the
central basin were also included in the Basin section – these papers primarily dealt with biostratigraphy and descriptions of the Jurassic rocks in the basin.

Glacial papers include topics such as soil science, hydrology/hydrogeology, environmental geology and modern depositional environments. In addition, papers dealing with the Pleistocene glaciation including landform analysis, glacial dynamics, quaternary paleontology and glacial depositional environments/sedimentology are in this section. Publications that describe aggregate resources were also added to the glacial section.

Other documents include a variety of topics that do not necessarily fit into the other three general categories. This section includes papers on the history of the geological survey and biographies of famous Michigan Geologists. In addition, documents that provide broad overviews of Michigan Geology or of Michigan’s natural resources were included in this section. Materials designed for the general public including Martin’s county overviews and other educational resources were included in the Other section.

**Bibliography Metrics**

Approximately, 6,600 citations were entered into the Michigan Geology Bibliography. The oldest publications in the database were published in 1821 and publications are found almost every year after that to the present (see Figure 1). Figures 2 through 5 show trends in the publication history sorted for specific aspects of Michigan geology.

**Feedback**

Any feedback on the Bibliography of Michigan Geology is greatly appreciated. If you come across citations that are not in this bibliography but should be, please contact the author.
Figure 1: Historical trends in publication counts per calendar year. Note the overall increase in publication through the late 1970’s followed by a drop off in publication.

Figure 2: Trends in publications dealing with all aspects of Precambrian geology in Michigan. Note that Precambrian studies dominated the early history of Michigan geologic research until the 1930’s. After the 1930’s, Precambrian studies continued to be important through the 1990’s.
Figure 3: Studies of the Paleozoic geology of Michigan became prevalent in the 1920’s as hydrocarbon exploration started to boom in the state. Note that Paleozoic studies were the dominant type of research over the mid-part of the twentieth century until the 1990’s.
Figure 4: Studies of the Quaternary sediments in Michigan show an increasing trend over time, with the bulk of studies performed after 1960.
Figure 5: Production of student work exhibits a dramatic increase in the late 1940’s suggesting the influence of the post-World War II GI Bill. Production of theses and dissertations remained relatively constant through the 1990’s, but has dropped off to a lower plateau over the last 20 years.
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Black, T. J., Mapping the Base of the Drift and Antrim Subcrop
Brock, T., Analysis of the Bagley Otsego Infill Program for 2004 – A Case History
Goodman, W., Goodman, M., and Harrison, W. B., III, Antrim Core Studies – Key to Deciphering Results and Predicting Performance
Harrison, W. B., III, Results of Horizontal Drilling in the Antrim Shale
Kohler, S. P., How Much Gas is Left?
Maness, T., Antrim Production Trends in Time and Space
McIntosh, J. C., Hydrology, Geochemistry, and Microbiology of the Antrim Shale Gas Play, Michigan Basin
Murray, F., Update on Monitoring O₂ for the Antrim Transmission Lines and Plant Processing
Myers, R., Low Gel-load Fracturing Fluids Reduce Formation Damage
Tipton, K., Corrosion/Erosion Inspection for System Integrity
Weber, J., Real-time Biogenesis in Coals of the Powder River Basin
Williamson, J., Practical Use of Core and Natural Fracture Data in the Antrim Shale
Yohe, B. N., Effective Field Operations
Zarian, P., Moss, K., Reinmiller, R., Added Value from Your CBIL Image Data
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Eberli, G. P., Difficulties of Predicting Porosity and Permeability in Carbonates from Seismic Data
Grammer, G. M., Carbonate Reservoir Characterization – A New Look at a Niagaran Pinnacle Reef
Harrison, W. B., III, Michigan Carbonate Reservoirs: Facies and Reservoir Properties
Huber, J. S., and Maness, T. R., Rosebush Field: Viability for Waterflooding
Jarman, P. K., Cementrite, Inc.: Cementing, Acidizing, and Coiled Tubing Specialists
Johnston, M., Shallow Seismic Raypath Anomalies and Effects on Niagaran and Trenton Seismic Reflection Character
Mesbergen, M., Kawkawlin Dundee Field: Secondary Recovery
Myles, J., The Albion-Scipio Trend: A View from Afar
Pearce, L. A., Horizontal Drilling in the Northern Reef Trend of the Michigan Basin
Perarnau, A., Advantages of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Logs
Quinlan, W. C., Springdale 15/16 Field Non-reefal Niagaran Exploration and Production
Rowe, A., Downhole Fluidics, Inc.

2006: Well Stimulation and Increased Production Technology
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Rowe, A., Well Stimulation and Increased Production Technology: A Short Course

March 22, 2007, Mount Pleasant, MI

Barnes, D. A., Hydrothermal Dolomite (HTD): Occurrence and Possible Mechanisms in the Michigan Basin, USA
Barratt, M. W., Results of Two Horizontal Holes Drilled in a Salt-Plugged Niagaran Reef in St. Clair Co., Michigan
Crisp, J., (POSTER), Sequence Stratigraphy and 3-D Reservoir Characterization of the Ray Reef, Macomb County, Michigan
Fairchild, N., Michigan Antrim Shale Horizontal Re-Entry Program
Gillespie, R., Barnes, D. A., Grammer, G. M., and Harrison, W. B., III, Albion-Scipio Field, Michigan: What Does a Detailed Look at Cores and Outcrop Analogs Tell Us About the Reservoir?
Harrison, W. B., III, Shallow Gas Production in the Michigan Basin – Is the Antrim All There Is?
Kirschner, J. P., and Barnes, D. A., (POSTER), Subsurface Stratigraphy of the Devonian Dundee Formation, Michigan Basin, USA – A Log-Based Approach
Kohler, S. P., Victory 20 Production Overview: Mason County, MI
Laun, L., Michigan Gas Storage Wells Drilled Under Balanced with Coiled Tubing
Murray, L., The Structural Geology of the Reading Field, Hillsdale County, Michigan


2007: Carbonate Reservoir Characterization Workshop and Short Course

May 4, 2007

Harrison, W. B., III, and Grammer, G. M., Carbonate Reservoir Characterization Workshop and Short Course

2007: Seizing Opportunities in a Mature Basin

October 18, 2007, Gaylord, MI

Barnes, D., An Overview of Digital Subsurface Data Analysis: Examples Using MDEQ-OGS Subsurface Data and Various Software Applications

Bols, R., Michigan Wells and Production

Brock, T., and Moss, K., Horizontal Well Production Enhancement – A Case History

Coleman, J. L., Oil and Gas Resources Underlying the U.S. Portions of the Great Lakes

Evans, A., An Overview on Why Seismic Data Doesn’t Have to Cost You Anything

Harrison, W. B., III, and Barnes, D., Data Mining at the Michigan Geological Repository for Research and Education

Ohanian, M., Baker Hughes INTEQ Presents: Directional Drilling Answers for Coiled Tubing Applications

Poli, P., Michigan Public Service Commission: On-line Information and How to Access It

Wilson, S. E., Office of the Geological Survey Homepage

2008: Michigan Field Experiences – Focus on the Trenton-Black River

March 20, 2008, Mount Pleasant, MI

Bauman, W., Behind Pipe Reserves and Untested Pay Zones in Old Devonian Fields in Michigan

Clark, J., and Kurtzweil, L., 3-D Seismic: Design, Logistical Considerations, Applications

Collins, J., and Andreason, M., High-rate/High-volume Fracture Stimulation, Sterling Field, Arenac Co.

Gay, S. P., Jr., Basement Fault Control on Black River-Trenton Oil and Gas Production in Michigan, West Virginia and New York

Grammer, G. M., Update on Reservoir Characterization Research at MGRRE/WMU: Trenton/Black River Hydrothermal Dolomite Reservoirs and Silurian (Niagaran) Reef Reservoirs

330
Harrison, W. B., III, Michigan’s Trenton/Black River Data and Resources at MGRRE-Western Michigan University

Jennings, J., and Snow, M., Michigan Oil and Gas Regulations – Spacing Then and Now

Knox, C., The Lima-Indiana Oil and Gas Field

Mesbergen, M., and Maness, T., Muskegon Development Company’s Williams Berea Waterflood

Moodro, A., Examples of “Flower Structures”

O'Brien, T. P., and Klimetz, S., Presented a Brief Overview of BLM’s Involvement with Oil and Gas Development in the Eastern United States [Note no slides in Workbook]

Quirein, J., Exact Frac ®

Smith, L., Nyahay, R., and Reservoir Characterization Group at the New York State Museum, Widespread Hydrothermal Dolomitization of Trenton and Black River Groups, Eastern North America

2008: Trenton-Black River Core Workshop and Reservoir Characterization Symposium

September 25-26, 2008, Kalamazoo, MI

[Note Workbook also includes an overview of the Trenton/Black River Cores and Thin Sections available at MGRRE as well as drillers reports and wireline log data for selected cores displayed during the workshop and an extract from Grammer, G. M. 2007, DOE Final Scientific/Technical Report: DE-FC26-04NT15513]

Gillespie, R., Albion-Scipio Field, Michigan: Overview


Harrison, W. B., III, Trenton/Black River Oil and Gas Reservoirs in Michigan

2009: Michigan Field Experiences

March 26, 2009, Mount Pleasant, MI

Brock, T., J., Playing the Edge of the Antrim is a function of …

Canter, L., Role of Primary Depositional Facies on Reservoir Development and Distribution, Ordovician Red River Formation, Williston Basin


Kirschner, J., Geologic Controls on Dundee Reservoirs

Knox, C., The Fort Wayne and Moore Fields
Kulka, D., The Last Drop

McDaniel, H., Shale Log Analysis: A New Way of Looking at an Old Formation

Murray, L., Recent Activity in the Trenton/Black River Formation and the Relationship between the Van Wert Zone of the Black River and Hydrothermal Reservoirs

Schaefer, S., and Philo, J., Lyon 20 Niagaran Reef Gas Storage Conversion: A Seismic Case Study

Schmude, D., and Schmude, P., The Keys to Successful Redrilling of Niagaran Reefs in Northern Michigan

2009: Computer Mapping for Petroleum Exploration

November 5, 2009, Mount Pleasant, MI

Leetaru, H. E., Computer Mapping for Exploration and Production: A Short Course

2010: Michigan Basin Insights and Field Experiences

March 25, 2010, Mount Pleasant, MI

Barratt, M. W., Fort Knox Military Reservation New Albany Gas Development Project, Meade, Hardin, and Bullitt Counties, Kentucky and Antrim-New Albany Shale Comparison

Esch, J., Free GIS Data Viewers, and Free Petroleum Geological and Base GIS Datasets for Petroleum Exploration

Fowler, J., Matson, M., and Van Sickel, W., Field Evaluations of Trenton and Black River Reservoirs

Grammer, G. M., and Harrison, W. B., Evaluation and Modeling of Stratigraphic Control on the Distribution of Hydrothermal Dolomite Reservoirs Away from Major Fault Planes

Harrison, W. B., III, Michigan Geological Repository for Research and Education (MGRRE), Geosciences Department, Western Michigan University

Learn, M., An Overview of Drilling Experiences in Karsted Formations in Huron County


Rock, F., and Barnes, D., Application of Oil Field Reservoir Characterization Methodology to Geosequestration Studies

Stewart, R., Tilden: Improved Oil Recovery Strategies in Micro-fractured Silurian Reef Using Nitrogen Gas

Strunk, K., Jointing, Fracturing, Faulting, Structural Patterns, and Stress Fields in the Southern Portions of the Michigan Basin

Thompson, P., Lost Circulation Solutions
2010: Characteristics of Evaporites and Restricted Carbonates for the Petroleum Geologist
April 26, 2010
Schreiber, C. and Harrison, W. B., III, Characteristics of Evaporites and Restricted Carbonates for the Petroleum Geologist: A Short Course

2010: Trenton and Black River Core Workshop [Eastern Section AAPG Meeting]
September 25, 2010, Kalamazoo, MI
Grammer, G. M., Harrison, W. B., III, Schulz, J., Thornton, J., Robinson, M., and Feutz, P., Trenton and Black River Core Workshop

September 29, 2010, Kalamazoo, MI
Harrison, W. B., III, Organic Shales and Fine-grained Organic Carbonates of the Michigan Basin (Collingwood Shale, Antrim Shale, and A-1 Carbonate): A Short Course

2011: Michigan Basin Insights and Field Experiences
March 31, 2011, Mount Pleasant MI
Astore, C., Lipid Biomarkers in Assessing Biogenic Reservoirs
Fowler, J., Rice Creek Pool, Albion-Scipio field – A New Discovery in the Trenton and Black River of Southern Michigan
Harrison, W. B., III, The Collingwood/Utica Shale in Michigan
Henderson, R., and Jankowski, P., Regulatory Issues Related to the Utica/Collingwood Development
Hinks, A., Gravity Anomalies Associated with Michigan Basin Dundee Formation: Fractured Hydrothermal Dolomite Reservoirs and Implications for Exploration
Knox, C., The Trenton Gas Field of Indiana
Kohler, S., Out and About the Prairie du Chien
Kohler, S., What Does the Mature Antrim Play Look Like?
McCloskey, S., Harrison, W. B., III, and Grammer, G. M., [POSTER] Sequence Stratigraphy and 3-D Reservoir Characterization of the South Buckeye Field, Dundee Formation (Devonian), Michigan Basin, USA
Mesbergen, M., and Bach, R., Enhancing Production and Improving Lift Efficiency in Low Pressure Wells with Liquid Loading Conditions Using a Sequential Lift System

Solow, J., HyperScratcher, Well Rejuvenation Overview


2012: Michigan Basin Insights and Field Experiences: Focus on the Trenton/Black River

March 30, 2012, Mount Pleasant, MI

Augustine, J., Horizontal Completion Options for the Trenton/Black River Region

Brock, T. J., Analysis of BHP Data and Production in TBR Reservoirs

Budros, R., Hydrothermal Dolomite Reservoir Pore Types Observed in the full diameter core from the West Bay Exploration Co. West Bay 1-22 Wellbore, Napoleon Field, Jackson County, Michigan [Slides not in Workbook]

Esch, J., GeoWebFace Introduction

Feutz, P., [POSTER], Evaluating the Effects of Lithofacies and Thin Shales on the Later Distribution of Hydrothermal Dolomite Reservoirs in the Michigan Basin

Fowler, J., Geology of the Napoleon Field, Jackson County, Michigan


Harrison, W. B., III, Trenton/Black River Oil Field Production History

Johnston, M., and Schaefer, S., Seismic Evolution of the Napoleon Field, Jackson Co., Mi [Slides not in Workbook]

Knox, C., Elshoff #3H, The Trenton Horizontal: Drilled in March of 2010 by Innex Oil and Gas Co. at St. Marys, Ohio

Prezbindowski, D. R., Depositional Sequences and Reservoir Development in the Black River Group of Eastern Indiana

Van Sickel, W., A Stratigraphic Model of HTD (Hydrothermal Dolomite) Occurrences in the Napoleon Field, Jackson County, MI

2012: Office of Oil, Gas, and Minerals Staff Meeting and Core Workshop
August 23, 2012
Harrison, W. B., III, Office of Oil, Gas, and Minerals Staff Meeting and Core Workshop

2013: Michigan Basin Insights and Field Experiences
March 21, 2013, Mount Pleasant, MI
Abduslam, A., Harrison, W. B., III, and Barnes, D. A., Reservoir Characterization and Enhanced Oil Recovery Potential in Middle Devonian Dundee Limestone

Esch, J., Bedrock Topography, Glacial Drift Thickness, Bedrock Outcrops, Bedrock Valleys, and Potential Structural Features Reflected up Through the Bedrock Surface of Michigan


Harrison, W. B., III, Facies, Fabrics and Organic Geochemistry of the A-1 Carbonate in Michigan

Kohler, S. P., Production Declines of Hot Plays [Slides not in Workbook]

Maness, T., Drilling of a Dundee Well in Isabella County [No slides – Video Presentation]

Patterson, D., Mekic, N., Bolshakov, A., Harrison, C., and Tang, X., Conventional and Unconventional Reservoir Fracture Evaluation Utilizing Deep Shear Wave Imaging

Paul, W., Utica/Collingwood Play in Northern Michigan

Quinlan, W. C., The Dual Lift System: Artificial Lift for Horizontal Wells

Snow, M., Michigan’s Regulatory Response to High Volume Hydraulic Fracturing and Update of Current Activities


2013: How to Find Bypassed Pay in Old Wells Using DST Data
October 15-17, 2013, Traverse City, MI
Reid, H. W., How to Find Bypassed Pay in Old Wells Using DST Data: A Short Course
2014: Michigan Basin Field Experience and Devonian Carbonate Reservoir Core Workshop
March 20, 2014

Volume 1:

Brock, T. J., A Review of Selected Michigan Niagara Reef Waterfloods to Estimate the Fractional Flow Behavior During Flooding and Hysteresis Effects After Flooding

Donham, C., and Dennen, C., Post Water Flood Development


Quinlan, W. C., The Dual Lift System: Trenton-Black River Production Application

Schmude, D. R., and Schmude, P. D., The Value of Seismic Attributes in Oil Exploration: Case Study of the Allis 24 Reef

Wygant, A., Hydraulic Fracturing Proposed Rules

Volume 2:

Adducci, J., Currie, B., Farag, A. Z. A, The Middle Devonian Dundee and Rogers City Formations: A Brief Stratigraphic Overview, Michigan Basin, USA


Harrison, W. B., III, and Voice, P. J., Devonian Carbonate Reservoirs of the Michigan Basin: A Core Workshop

Manche, C. J., Mohamed, K. B, and Voice, P. J., The Geological Context of the Late Silurian to Early Devonian Units in the St. Charlton #4-30 Well: Otsego County, Michigan

Panyard, N. R., and Aljammaz, A. I., Parasequences and Facies Identifications of the Detroit River Group, Amherstburg Formation and Lucas Formation, Richfield Member, Benchley #1-29, Clare County, Michigan Basin, USA


Sattler, F., and Suhaimi, A. A., Middle Devonian Traverse Group, Michigan Basin, USA: A Core Description and Environmental Interpretation

Voice, P. J., Interpretation of the Depositional Environments of the Dundee-Bell Shale Interval in the Central Michigan Basin

2015: Michigan Basin Field Experience and Carbonate and Shale Reservoir Core Workshop
March 26, 2015, Mount Pleasant, MI

Bohjanen, D., What is an Anomaly?
Crumrine, C. C., III, and Beckett, D., The Use of Micro-CT Scanner to Characterize Pore Size Distribution

Esch, J., Bedrock Depth Determination Using the HVSR Passive Seismic Method

Esch, J., GeoWebFace Enhancements

Gould, J. H., Water Conformance


Matson, M., The Origin of Natural Fractures in the Antrim Shale, Michigan

Rine, M. J., Petrophysical and Stratigraphic Characterization of Michigan Silurian Reefs

Updyke, B. S., Electronic Flow Measurement for Natural Gas Storage Field Optimization

Voice, P. J., Revising the Basement Map of the Lower Peninsula: New Constraints from Cores and Cuttings.

**2015: Pathways of Exploration in the Michigan Basin Petroleum Systems and Examination of Cores from Prospective Strata**

**November 12, 2015, Kalamazoo, MI**


Sweezey, C. S., Petroleum Systems of the Michigan Basin

Sweezey, C. S., Stratigraphic Settings of Organic-Rich Shale in the Eastern United States

**2016: Michigan Basin Going Forward – Future Development Potential and Lessons Learned from the Past**

**March 16, 2016, Mount Pleasant, MI**

Bohjanen, D., Money Ideas Oil


Currie, B. J., [POSTER], Review of the Upper Devonian-Lower Mississippian Stratigraphy with an emphasis on the Ellsworth Shale Petroleum System Michigan Basin, USA

Fowler, J., The Mid-Continent Gravity High


Manche, C. J., [POSTER] Diagenetic Influence on Dolomitization and the Development of Porosity in the Richfield Member of the Lucas Formation (Detroit River Group), Michigan Basin

Rine, M. J. [POSTER] - Using a combination of chemo-, bio-, and sequence stratigraphy to resolve the chronostratigraphic relationships of Niagara-Lower Salina Reef Complexes throughout the Michigan Basin

Sweezey, C., Petroleum Systems of the Michigan Basin

Sweezey, C., Stratigraphic Settings of Petroleum Source Rocks in the Eastern United States

Voice, P. J., Central Basin Burnt Bluff Group Deposits: A Review of their Production History and Reservoir Properties


Publications of the Groundwater Education in Michigan Center, Institute for Water Sciences, Western Michigan University

The GEM Center and the Institute for Water Sciences were long running programs in Western Michigan University's Department of Geology. Their missions were to produce resources and publications on the nature, quality and distribution of Michigan's Groundwater for the general public, for teachers and for state officials. The list below represents some of the documents produced by these programs. In addition, journal articles and other peer-reviewed documents were generated by the staff of the Institute for Water Sciences - these are cited in the Quaternary section.


Anonymous, 1995, A Collection of Groundwater Protection Activities and Actions Undertaken by Local Communities within the State of Michigan, Western Michigan University Department of Geology.


Ruawerda, L. A., 1996, Groundwater Protection Education Models: Grades 7-12, Western Michigan University, Department of Geology.
